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Select a good warm niglit, so draughts may chill 'em ;
Ask twice as many as it takes to fill 'em ;
For though the half you ask may not attend,
The half that comes is sure to bring a fnend ;
Select a strong pianist, and a gent
Who through the cornet gives his feelings vent;
Give them some biscuits, and some nice Marsala ,
Make a refieshment-room of the fiont parlour ;
Garnish with waltzes, flu tings, polking, ballads,
Tongue, fowl, and sandwiches, limp lobster salads,
Smiles, shaking hands, smirks, simpers, and what not;
Throw in the greengrocer, and serve up hot.
It is to H. J. Byron that we owe the burlesque of
" Robert Macaire," which, with Fanny Josephs and J. Clarke
as Macaire and Strop, brightened the boards of the Globe
Theatre in 1870. The drama of which Ruy Bias is the
central figure has been twice travestied among us—once
in 1873 by Mr. Reece ("Ruy Bias Righted," at the
Vaudeville), and more recently (in 1889) by Messrs. F.
Leslie and H. Clark ("Ruy Bias, or the Blas<§ Rou£,"
at the Gaiety). "Diplomacy," adapted from "Dora,"
appealed to Mr. Burnand's sense of the ridiculous, and
the result was "Dora and Diplunacy" (Strand, 1878),
in which the weak spots of the original were divertingly
laid bare. In the same year, Mr. Burnand burlesqued, at
the Royalty, his own adaptation, "Proof, or a Celebrated
Case," under the title of " Over-Proof, or What was Found
in a Celebrated Case." To 1879 belong two clever traves"-
ties—" Another Drink," by Messrs. Savile Clarke and Clifton
(Lyne), suggested by "Drink," and brought out at the
Folly; and "Under-Proof," Mr. Edward Rose's reductio ad
absurdum of "Proof." In the letter piece, besides many
well-constructed puns, there are many pleasant turns of

